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About EventShares
EventShares is an asset manager located in New York City
focused on the investment implications of current
legislation, regulation, and fiscal policy coming out of
Washington, D.C. The firm is founded on the belief that
policy is a powerful leading indicator and catalyst for
companies, and that investments aligned correctly with

POLICY

Washington can outperform the market.

EventShares offers numerous educational resources to help
investors connect the worlds of Washington and Wall
Street.

WASHINGTON D.C.

Washington D.C. is the hub of U.S. policymaking.
The Constitution is the founding document of the United
States. Articles I and II establish the legislative and executive
branches, while Article III establishes the judicial branch.
Congress is the face of the legislative branch and is granted
authority to pass laws. The President is the face of the
executive branch, with the power to execute and enforce
laws. The Supreme Court is the head of the judicial branch,
with the power to interpret law and apply it to court cases.
Behind the scenes are government agencies, congressional
staffers, and cabinet secretaries counseling the President.
The system is designed to create and implement U.S. policy.

POLICY FACTORS

We group policy into four broad categories: Fiscal, Trade,
Regulatory, and Monetary.
•

Fiscal is defined by the level of government spending
and taxing. It’s driven by government budgets and
appropriations, tax rates, and debt levels.

•

Trade relates to the regulations and agreements
controlling imports and exports. It includes taxes,
tariffs, and the resulting trade deficits and surpluses.

•

Regulatory is the use of regulations, laws, and other
instruments to achieve the government's objectives.
Regulations can impact banking and insurance, the
environment, minimum wages, etc.

•

Monetary is the process by which the country’s
monetary authority, the Federal Reserve, determines
the size and growth rate of the money supply and
interest rate levels.

In our view, only monetary policy is closely followed by
investors. The remaining three policy groups are less
scrutinized, with investors passively consuming most
Washington, D.C. news. Instead, they rely on fundamental
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and technical analysis to identify policy catalysts at the
individual company level. For these investors, policy is not a
top-down, macro catalyst, but rather a series of one-time,
market-moving headlines.
Along those lines, many investors tend to incorrectly equate
policy with politics. We think this causes them to discount
policy in the portfolio-management process and
underestimate its potential impacts. While both policy and
politics originate in Washington, D.C., they are not
equivalent. Politics represents government conflict and
debate, while policy is the resulting legislation.

THE OPPORTUNITY

These misconceptions about policy offer an opportunity:
investing in policy trends that create mispriced assets.
The mispricing can result from numerous fundamental
misconceptions or concerns about business-model
disruption. In instances of regulatory concerns, short-term
volatility may offer an opportunity to buy or sell a security as
the market becomes irrational due to policy-related
headlines. Below are examples of previous fundamental
misconceptions driven by policy.
•

Profitability: Investors might not understand how a
regulation decreases profit margins (e.g. increased
compliance costs under Dodd-Frank or increased
competition due to airline deregulation in the 1970s).

•

Revenue: Investors may not be aware of a new
customer base or revenue opportunity (e.g. decrease
in uninsured population under the Affordable Care Act
and resulting Medicaid expansion, or new contracts
for defense companies under the George W. Bush and
Trump administrations).

•

Market Share: The impact might also be an
opportunity for some companies to grow market
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share (e.g. SunPower’s solar panels being subject to
Trump administration tariffs while First Solar’s solar
panels were not).

POLICY TRENDS

Policy trends occur when changing rules and regulations
alter industry dynamics, company business models, and
global trade.
The resulting impacts from policy can be positive, negative,
or a mixture of both. They can last days, months, or years. The
common theme is the fundamental disruption of a
company. For example, some past long-term policy trends
include: (1) Dodd-Frank, (2) the Affordable Care Act, and (3)
Bush defense spending in the early 2000s.

KEY FEATURES

Policy investing has three key features: its status as a (1)
leading indicator with a (2) long-term horizon that is (3)
historically uncorrelated to broader markets.
We view policy as a leading indicator with long-term
implications because it forces businesses to pivot. Company
leadership teams must adapt to survive or risk falling behind.
The resulting changes can impact operations and cause
investors to revalue companies.
It’s important to note that policymaking tends to occur
independently of economic cycles. This is because Congress
typically debates and passes legislation without considering
the level of inflation and interest rates, job and payroll data,
or foreign currency movement. The government can’t pause
policymaking just because of a recession. In fact,
policymaking may be more important during an economic
downturn as the government attempts to implement
reforms via new policies and regulations.
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Once enacted, policy tends to unfold over multiple years as
government agencies refine laws by issuing interpretive
guidance. This creates a long-tail effect, during which
investors may continue to reprice a stock as the policy is
refined. For example, the Affordable Care Act was passed in
2010, with Medicaid and Medicare expansion in the following
years. However, the policy reversed course six years later
when Donald Trump ended government subsidy payments
and 2017 tax reform repealed the individual mandate tax
penalty. It’s because of such variations that we believe policy
plays out over a long-term horizon and is uncorrelated to the
broader markets.

POLICY RESOURCES

Fortunately for investors, policymaking is highly
publicized.
The benefit of policymaking is that most of the policymaking
process in the nation’s capital is made public. Understanding
which resources to use may help identify policy trends.
Examples of policy resources include:
•

Congressional Hearings: Hearings and legislative
markups are open to the public and allow policy
investors to watch policymaking occur in real-time.

•

Federal Register: The official journal of the U.S. federal
government. It is published daily and serves as an
outlet for the government to announce public
changes, both final and proposed, to its rules, policies,
and interpretative guidance.

•

House and Senate Committee Websites: Each
committee within the House and Senate maintains a
website, which typically includes replays of past
legislative hearings and markups, as well as
committee agendas.
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•

Congress.gov: The website is a hub for all things
Capitol Hill and provides real-time updates on
individual bills and the upcoming week’s agenda.
Users can also set up alerts to track specific bills and
review roll call votes for prior bills and amendments.

In addition to the above government-run resources, the
media adds another level of transparency as it monitors the
nation’s policymaking process. By utilizing sources like these,
investors may be able to forecast and model policy with
increased accuracy.
Policy has the biggest impact on the small- to mid-cap

PORTFOLIO

(SMID) segment of a portfolio.

ALLOCATION

We think most large cap companies are too diversified for
policy to make an impact. While these companies may have
one impacted segment, multiple unrelated segments could
diversify away the policy impact. Additionally, large cap
stocks are typically followed by more research analysts,
reducing the “policy edge” for investors.

EventShares Policy Investing Universe
Company Sizes
Policy Factors

Micro Cap

Small Cap

Mid Cap

<$300 Million

$0.3 to $2 Billion

$2 to $10 Billion

Trade

Regulatory

Fiscal

Large Cap
> $10 Billion

Monetary
Chart Legend
In Universe

Source: EventShares, 2018

Not In Universe

Conversely, SMID cap stocks, and large cap stocks up to $15
billion in market cap, tend to be less diversified and less
followed by major research analysts. With less diversification,
a smaller company may be more impacted by changes in
the dollar amounts of government contracts, or by increases
in the insured population, or decreases in regulatory costs.
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It’s more difficult for a smaller company to absorb a policy
and minimize the impact, whether it’s good or bad.
In our view, investors should allocate a portion of their
portfolio to policy investing.
At EventShares, we strive to sift through the noise and gauge
a policy’s financial or operational impact on companies in the
marketplace. We think holding policy-sensitive stocks across
diverse sectors gives investors market exposure with
embedded policy catalysts. If the policy catalysts occur, the
portfolio may offer lower correlations to the broader market
and the opportunity to generate alpha.

NEXT STEPS: Download the Policy Tracker

DOWNLOAD
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EventShares Advisor Resources
Policy Insights
Newsletter Highlights
In your inbox every Monday morning
A summary of our weekly discussions
with policy experts in D.C.
Topics: Current events, Legislation
analysis, Sector commentary/outlook

Sign Up

Strategies
Policy Investing Solutions
We achieve long-term alpha by focusing
on policy and how it changes the way
companies and sectors operate.
Our portfolio management team and
policy strategists work seamlessly to
construct policy focused portfolios.

Strategies

200 Vesey Street, 24th Floor
New York, NY 10281
info@eventshares.com
www.EventShares.com
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